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Abstract. Recommender systems can provide users with relevant items based on
each user’s preferences. However, in the domain of mobile applications (apps),
existing recommender systems merely recommend apps that users have experienced (rated, commented, or downloaded) since this type of information indicates
each user’s preference for the apps. Unfortunately, this prunes the apps which
are releavnt but are not featured in the recommendation lists since users have
never experienced them. Motivated by this phenomenon, our work proposes a
method for recommending serendipitous apps using graph-based techniques. Our
approach can recommend apps even if users do not specify their preferences. In
addition, our approach can discover apps that are highly diverse. Experimental
results show that our approach can recommend highly novel apps and reduce
over-personalization in a recommendation list.

1 Introduction
Concurrent with the phenomenal spread of smart-devices (e.g., iPhone, iPad), the mobile application (app) market has experienced explosive growth. For instance, Apple’s
iOS App Store offers more than 550,000 unique apps to users in 123 countries, along
with download counts exceeding 25 billion1 . The enormous scale of the app market
makes it difficult for users to discover apps that are relevant to their interests. In this
context, it is tempting to apply recommender systems (RSs), which have been used
successfully in a variety of domains like movies and books to alleviate the problem of
information overload by suggesting items directly to users relevant to their interests.
In general, the effectiveness of RSs has been shown to be proportional to the data
sparsity of the underlying application domain. In other words, the larger the fraction of
the item corpus that has been experienced by users, the better the quality and coverage
of recommendations from that corpus. Effectively, if an item has not been experienced
at all, the RSs is not able to recommend items similar to it. This feature of RSs create
a stiff hurdle for them to be applied in mobile app recommendations, as the rate of
introduction of mobile apps is extraordinarily high, and the fraction of apps that have
been experienced (downloaded) by users is extremely low.
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The most popular approach in recommender systems is collaborative filtering (CF)
[11,17,13] that works by recommending items to target users based on what other similar users have previously preferred. Another popular technique is content-based filtering
(CBF) [7,6,21] that provides recommendations by comparing representations of content
contained in an item with representations of content that the user is interested in. Both
CF and CBF, however, are mostly aimed at generating accurate recommendations that
is relevant to user’s interests. The lack of “surprise” element in these recommendations
owing to the fact that there are ratings available for only a small fraction of apps creates
a major hurdle in overall user satisfaction of the user.
Recently, some researchers have focused on developing serendipitous recommendation systems [5], [12], [14], [16], [22], [1]. It is reasonable to say that a user would be
happy with recommendation systems that offer less obvious choices. Suppose that we
visit Amazon.com2 to buy something online. To illustrate, after browsing a couple of
items, Amazon.com provides us with lists such as Recommended For You or Customer
Who Bought This Item Also Bought. Looking at them closely, users often observe that
all of these items are already known. This may not be ideal for overall user satisfaction
and experience with the system. For example, if a user browses a book written by Dan
Brown, most of the recommendations for the user will be books by Dan Brown.
Serendipitous systems work on the basis of the assumption that the user may want
to be surprised with something unexpected that he did not start out looking for. Ecommerce Web sites, however, usually just offer a long list of search results. Therefore,
users have little chance of finding out something different from their preferences. Another problem with existing recommendation systems is that they often recommend
items which the users have rated or downloaded before. This limits the candidate apps
to be recommended by pruning relevant but not yet rated or downloaded apps.
In order to provide serendipitous recommendations that solve the problems of existing recommendation systems, we first define serendipitous recommendation as the one
that provides something diverse and novel, and then we propose a method for providing
serendipitous recommendations by increasing item novelty and diversity. We leverage
the user’s preferences by tapping into the information about apps installed on mobile
phones and recommend serendipitous apps using item-item similarity graph.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review related work on serendipitous recommendation and state-of-the-art mobile app recommendation systems. In Section 3, we detail our graph-based approach to providing serendipitous recommendation
for mobile apps. In Section 4, we present the experimental results for evaluating our
proposed approaches and some user analysis. Finally, we conclude the paper with a
summary and directions for future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work
In this paper, our goal is to construct a serendipitous recommendation system for mobile
apps. Thus, we review related works on serendipitous and mobile apps recommendation
systems in the following.
2
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2.1 Serendipitous Recommendation
Most of the recommendation approaches focus on recommending a list of items similar
to the items previously seen and rated highly by the target user. However, much fewer
works address serendipitous recommendations. Ziegler et al. [27] proposed a similarity
metric using a taxonomy-based classification and uses it to compute an intra-list similarity to determine the overall diversity of the recommended list. They provide a heuristic
algorithm to increase the diversity of the recommendation list. Zhang and Hurley [26]
focused on intra-list diversity and optimized the tradeoffs between users’ preferences
and the diversity of the top-N results. They modeled the competing goals of maximizing the diversity of the searched list while maintaining adequate similarity to the user
query as a binary optimization problem. Andre [5] proposed a method for performing
serendipitous searches for Web information retrieval. They first defined the potential
for serendipity as search results that are interesting but not highly relevant. In another
publication, they discussed serendipity from human cognitive point of view [4]. They
hypothesized that a reconsideration of serendipity from numerous angles may help refine new opportunities for designing systems to support, if not serendipity exactly, then
the desired effects of serendipitous revelation. Lathia [14] found that temporal diversity
is an important facet of recommender systems by showing how data of collaborative filtering changes over time. This work has explored temporal aspect of recommendation,
but we focus on recommending serendipitous mobile apps to each user. Kawamae [12]
emphasized the surprise of each user in the recommendation focusing on the estimated
search time that the users would take to find the item by themselves. Their recommender
system assumed that items recently purchased by an innovator, who has well-proven unpredictable trait, will surprise other users more than other items. Nakatsuji et al. [16]
improved the drawback of Ziegler et al.’s approach described above. They proposed a
method for identifying items that are highly novel for the user by defining item novelty
as the smallest distance from the class the user accessed before to the class that includes
a target item. Sugiyama and Kan [22] proposed a method for recommending serendipitous scholarly papers. They used the preferences gathered from other users (dissimilar
users and co-authors) in the construction of the target researcher’s user profile, used
in matching candidate documents to achieve serendipitous recommendations. Recently,
Adamopoulos and Tuzhilin [1] proposed an approach to providing unexpected recommendations by formalizing the Greek philosopher Heraclitus’s concept, “If you do not
expect it, you will not find the unexpected, for it is hard to find and difficult.”
2.2 Recommendation for Mobile Apps
As a tremendous number of apps are readily available, users have difficulty in identifying apps that are relevant to their interests. Thus, recommender systems for apps have
started to gain popularity. To understand how, where, and when apps are used compared
to traditional Web services, Xu et al. [23] investigated the diverse usage behaviors of
individual mobile apps using anonymized network measurements from a tier-1 cellular carrier in the United States. Yan and Chen [24] and Costa-Montenegro et al. [8]
constructed recommendation system for apps by analyzing how the apps are actually
used. Mobile devices are usually used in various contexts due to their ubiquitous nature. Davidsson and Moritz [10] developed a prototype system of app recommendation
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that achieves such context-awareness by exploiting GPS sensor information. Recommendation for apps needs to consider factors that invoke a user to replace an old app
(if the user already has one) with a new app. Focusing on this point, Yin et al. [25]
introduced the notions of actual value (satisfactory value of the app after the user used
it) and tempting value (the estimated satisfactory value if the app seems to bring to the
user) and regarded recommendation for mobile apps as a result of the contest between
these two values. Based on the observations that app-related information in Twitter can
precede formal user ratings in app stores, Lin et al. [15] developed a novel approach to
recommending mobile apps in cold-start situations.

3 Proposed Method
The serendipitous recommendation works described in Section 2.1 have not addressed
apps for smartphones yet. In addition, the recommendation systems for mobile apps
described in Section 2.2 have not employed serendipitous recommendation. Thus, to
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on serendipitous recommendation for
mobile apps. In this section, we explain our proposed approach.
3.1 Intuition of Our Proposed Method
The state-of-the-art recommendation systems have a key assumption, “every item must
be used at least once and every user must use at least one item.” According to this
assumption, unfortunately, it is highly possible that recommender systems prune items
that may be good but never get featured since nobody has used them yet. We mainly
focus on increasing the aggregate diversity by discovering highly diverse and new apps
to achieve serendipitous recommendations. In our approach, we define new apps as
those which have never been downloaded or rated.
Graph-based techniques have been previously employed in recommender systems,
but mainly focused on improving accuracy or maximizing diversity [3], [2]. These
techniques are popular since they can avoid the problems of sparsity and limited coverage by evaluating the relationships between users or items that are not “directly connected” [18]. Thus, to generate serendipitous recommendations for mobile apps,
graph-based methods are useful since they preserve some of the “local” relations in the
data. In this section, we propose an approach to generating serendipitous recommendations based on apps installed on a target user’s phone by using item-item similarity
graph. We believe that, by using the list of apps already installed on a user’s phone, we
can capture a holistic view of user’s preference and not relying on ratings given to a
few apps so in turn what we are trying to do is focus on apps that the user has actually
downloaded and used. Also, in many cases users download apps to test them out but
never install them but we only take into account apps that are installed by the user. The
main intuition is that, if there exists a path connecting two apps on a user’s phone and
the weights on each edge that constitutes this path are above a certain threshold of similarity, apps along this path which are not already downloaded by the user are candidates
for serendipitous recommendations.
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Fig. 1. System overview

3.2 Details of Our Proposed Method
Figure 1 shows an overview of our approach, consisting of the following three modules:
M1: Similarity calculation,
M2: App-app similarity graph construction, and
M3: Recommendation generation.
The main idea is that if two apps are connected by a path with highly weighted
edges then these apps are also similar. Simply put, if there exists a path connecting two
apps and the weights on each edge that constitutes this path are all sufficiently large,
apps along this path which are not already downloaded by the user are good candidates for serendipitous recommendations to the user. The approach we have deployed
is primarily for “casual discovery” of apps. We believe that, if a user specifically wants
an app for a particular need, the user can download from the app store by searching
for appropriate keywords. The only reason why a user would be interested in getting
serendipitous recommendations is if the user is looking for interesting apps to try out.
Thus, this approach is not aimed at finding apps that score high on the accuracy metric
by being closer to user’s interests but it scores high on the novelty and diversity from
user’s interest hence catering to serendipity. Apart from the modules mentioned above,
we have preprocessing components for apps. These components are handled offline in
order to reduce the computational cost of generating recommendations. At a high level,
apps represent a set of apps from the app store. This subset of apps has been selected as
apps that have been rated at least five times from our user database. Collecting actual
usage data is the most ideal way to go about in generating recommendations. However,
it is also difficult to collect real time usage data. Hence, we use comments or reviews
as a substitute to narrow down on the subset of apps for this work (see “M1: Similarity Calculation” below for further details). Preprocessing, on the other hand, refers
to a step that prepares data for similarity calculation. These can be truncations by removing punctuation, stop words, etc. The inputs from a target user are some apps that
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have already been installed on the user’s mobile phone. The apps are used after M2 has
completed constructing app-app similarity graphs to generate recommendations in M3
for the target user. In the following, we detail the three modules. Note that modules M1
and M2 aim at discovering apps while M3 aims at generating recommendations.
M1: Similarity Calculation
While item-based CF method computes similarities between item pairs by using rating
patterns given to these two items by different users, our approach computes similarities
between two apps by using meta-information about the apps as discussed earlier. Thus,
input to this module is metadata such as app ID, title of the app and comments or reviews
of apps obtained after preprocessing. While we use app ID as an index to keep track of
the apps, we use app title, app description and comments (hereafter, “app summary”) to
construct feature vectors of apps. Then, we calculate similarity between apps.
For each app a, we transform a into a feature vector f a as follows:
f a = (wta1 , wta2 , · · · , wtam ),

(1)

where m is the number of distinct terms in app summary, and tk (k = 1, 2, · · · , m)
denotes each term. Using TF-IDF [19] scheme, we also define each element wtak of f a
in Equation (1) as follows:
tf (tk , a)
Na
wtak = m
,
· log
df (tk )
s=1 tf (ts , a)
where tf (tk , a) is the frequency of term tk in the app summary, Na is the total number
of apps to recommend, and df (tk ) is the number of app summary in which term tk
appears. Using feature vector for app defined by Equation (1), our approach computes
similarity sim(f ai , f aj ) between app ai and aj (i = j) by Equation (2):
sim(f ai , f aj ) =

f ai · f aj
.
|f ai ||f aj |

(2)

We consider all the apps in pair wise manner and generate similarity scores between
them. The output is a list of similarity scores for each pair of apps ranging from 0 to 1.
We employ cosine similarity since it is widely used and is effective in calculating similarity for short-text. For example, if we have 10 apps in our dataset, information about
these 10 apps is first obtained from the app store, indexed and then cosine similarities
are computed for 10 C2 =45 app-pairs. These are then stored in a separate database to be
used by the next module.
M2: App-App Similarity Graph Construction
The input to this module is a list of apps and the similarity scores between them computed by Equation (2) in M1. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected and weighted graph,
where V and E are a set of apps and a set of edges, respectively. Our approach creates
an edge between two apps if the similarity between them defined by Equation (2) is
greater than a predefined threshold. The similarity score is also used as a weight of the
created edge. In order to control the size of the graph, we consider the top 30 most similar apps for every app. The output is app-app similarity graph that has vertices with the
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Fig. 2. Generation of (a) edge and (b) path from a given source (user’s apps) to destination (candidate apps)

app IDs and edges with similarity scores between the vertices. Figure 2(a) shows the
apps as vertices and edges (solid line) that connect the vertices marked with similarity
between the apps.
M3: Serendipitous Recommendation Generation
At this stage, we have constructed app-app similarity graph that includes all the apps
from our dataset. Now, we use the list of apps in a user’s phone to start constructing
paths from one app on the user’s phone to another. In other words, we consider each
app pair on a user’s phone as source and destination for calculating paths between them.
A path simply connects one app vertex to another which has similarity score above a
threshold. We set the threshold to 0.4. Dotted line in Figure 2(b) illustrates the paths. By
doing this, our approach can prevent each user’s interests from too much drift, which
commonly happens as the diversity of recommendations increases. It would not be useful to give highly diverse but less relevant apps to the user. Hence, to keep the interest
of a user, we consider the apps installed on the user’s phone to be the source and destination for the path construction. Adomavicius and Kwon [2] maximized the aggregate
diversity of recommendations using max-flow algorithms in graph theory. Inspired by
their approach, we find the application of the shortest-path finding algorithms to be extremely useful in the context of finding serendipitous items in the domain of mobile
apps. The shortest-path algorithms aim to reduce the overall cost to traverse from a
given source node to given destination node. In the app-app similarity graph, however,
this cost is represented as the similarity between apps. Thus, during construction of
the path, we take edges with low similarity to reach the destination, constructing the
shortest path that connects the two apps. Paths are constructed for all the app-pairs on
a user’s phone. If an app-pair does not have a path connecting them, we eliminate such
useless app-pair since it indicates lack of transitive relation between the two. The path
construction step simply represents the app discovery problem and is useful for generating candidates for serendipitous recommendations. Thus, the output of this module
is a list of serendipitous recommendations on the basis of apps installed on a target
user’s phone. This module thus generates recommendations by finding paths amongst
the installed apps thus finding serendipitous apps to reduce over-specialization in recommendation lists.
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4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Data
Our dataset consists of 66,223 apps and 22,213 users in total, collected through a commercial project – Mobilewalla3 [9]. Mobilewalla is a venture capital backed company
that specializes in collecting, analyzing and presenting data related to mobile apps in
four native stores, Apple iTunes4 , Google Android market5 , Blackberry native store6
and Windows App store7 . We implemented all modules with Java 1.7 and used MySQL
v5.1 to store the similarity scores and recommendation paths. All modules and the
database reside in the same computer (CPU: Intel CORE i5 2.27 GHz, Memory: 8
GBytes, OS: Windows 7).
4.2 Evaluation Measure
As described in Section 3.1, we define our serendipitous recommendation as the one
that provides diverse and new apps. Thus, firstly, we evaluate our recommendations using normalized version of item novelty metric. Zhang and Hurley [26] introduced an
item novelty measure in the course of their investigation on diversifying recommendation lists. Their approach, however, has a drawback; the measure can grow unbounded
when the distance between two items becomes large. As such, we normalize the dissrdp
tance, d(U M Papps , Rappsj ) between apps in user’s mobile phone U M Papps and
srdp
serendipitous apps recommended to the user Rappsj against the maximum distance
srdp
of d(U M Papps , Rappsj ). This normalized item novelty measure, which we denote as
nIT NRsrdpj , is thus defined as follows:
apps

nIT N

srdp
Rappsj

=

N
srdp
1  d(U M Papps , Rappsj )
,
j
N j=1 max d(U M Papps , Rsrdp
apps )

(3)

where N is the number of the recommended apps (in which we have set N =5, 10,
and 20) and we refer to them as nIT N @5, nIT N @10, nIT N @20, respectively. If the
recommendation list contains apps similar (dissimilar) to user apps, this measure has a
smaller (larger) value. Larger results indicate more surprise, resulting in serendipitous
recommendations. We also employ another metric, diversity-in-top-N , which is defined
as follows:




u∈U LN (u)
diversity-in-top-N =
,
(4)
|U |
where u, U , and LN (u) denote a user, the set of all users, and the list of N items
recommended for user u, respectively. This metric measures the aggregate diversity
3
4
5
6
7
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Fig. 3. Recommendation accuracy evaluated
with nIT N @N (N =5, 10, 20) obtained by
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Fig. 4. Recommendation accuracy evaluated
with diversity-in-top-N (N =5, 10, 20) obtained
by varying path length. (“*” denotes the difference

between the results obtained by our approach and “itembased CF” is statistically significant for p < 0.05.)

between the results obtained by our approach and “itembased CF” is statistically significant for p < 0.05.)

using the total number of distinct items amongst the top-N items recommended across
all users [2]. This measure also has the drawback in that it can grow unbound when
the number of target users becomes large. As such, we normalize the total number of
distinct recommended items for all users against the set of all users.
4.3 Experimental Results
We employ item-based collaborative filtering [20] as our baseline system. Item-based
collaborative filtering works by calculating similarity between items. This approach regards two items as similar if users give similar ratings to items. We set threshold of similarity to 0.4, and then select all items (apps) that are less than the threshold as neighbors
to predict ratings of apps. Our goal is to recommend serendipitous recommendation.
That is why we select low similarity neighboring apps. Since only a handful of apps
receive ratings by users, this method recommends a small pool of apps over and over
again, contributing to the “rich gets richer” phenomenon. We employ binary ratings
for the baseline system, namely, 1 and 0 for installed and uninstalled app, respectively.
Figure 3 shows normalized item novelty (nITN) of recommended serendipitous apps.
Higher nITN score indicates larger serendipity. At path length, pl=3, our method outperforms the baseline (item-based collaborative filtering), and achieves the best with
nITN of 0.993 for the top 20 apps for all users. To measure the diversity, we evaluated
recommended apps with diversity-in-top-N [2]. Figure 4 shows the top N diversity (N =
5, 10, and 20). Similarly, at pl=3, our method outperforms the baseline and achieves the
best for the top 20 apps for all users.
As we mentioned in Section 3.2, we employed cosine similarity in module M1. On
the other hand, Pearson correlation can be one of alternatives as similarity measure.
However, we observe that Pearson correlation gives identical results with cosine similarity. Furthermore, both nITN@5 in Figure 3 and diversity-in-top-5 in Figure 4 outperform our baseline system, item-based CF. A two-tailed t-test at the all path length
shows that the difference between the results obtained by our approach and “item-based
CF” is statistically significant for p < 0.05.
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Having established the novelty and diversity of the recommended apps, we analyze
the obtained results of recommendation qualitatively. A major challenge faced here was
the lack of metrics to measure the new apps recommended. Since we do not have any
prior data in terms of downloads or ratings for these apps, we cannot definitely say
that which apps are relevant to each user, but by controlling the similarity threshold
(we consider the top 30 most similar apps while graph construction), our approach can
prevent user’s interest from significant drift.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the distribution of item novelty for three sample users with
various number of applications installed on their mobile phones when nITN@20 at
pl=3. It ranges from 0.1 to 1.0, where 1.0 represents most diverse. Users 1 and 2 have
installed 15 and 7 apps on each of their mobile phones, respectively. Our method can
recommend about 30% and 25% diverse apps with nITN > 0.9 to User 1 and User 2,
respectively. User 3 has 40 apps installed on his phone and 50% of the recommendations
generated have nITN > 0.9. This indicates that, the higher the number of apps with the
user, the greater the diversity of apps recommended, achieving a more desired novelty
distribution. However, this does not mean that a smaller number of apps with the user
would reduce the chances of being recommended diverse apps. Although Users 1 and 2
installed smaller number of apps compared with User 3, they can still obtain a notable
novelty distribution score.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a method for providing serendipitous recommendation
for mobile apps by discovering highly diverse apps. Our approach captures user’s preferences from apps already installed on the user’s mobile phone and provides serendipitous recommendation by constructing app-app similarity graph. Our evaluation is still
not complete as we need to develop additional metrics for verifying the accuracy of
these serendipitous recommendations. This is a challenging task since any metrics for
serendipitous recommendation have not been developed so far. While we focused on
the domain of mobile apps, our approach can be applied to any domains with huge cardinality. In future work, we plan to justify the recommendations with newly developed
metrics that can evaluate serendipitous recommendations.
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